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A brief history

• There were originally 16 windows in all, 
installed in the foyer and main corridor of the 
old Normal school building between about 
1911 and 1932. 

• The windows were student gifts, either of 
graduating classes or of the several sororities 
and fraternities then a major part of the 
school’s extracurricular life.



In the original building
On the right side two of the windows 
are visible. The windows were all in 
the main corridor and lobby area, 
where they were enjoyed by all 
passing through.



An interior view…



The old Normal building torn down.

• In the late 1930s the old Normal school 
complex was torn down and replaced by the 
building we know as Hartwell Hall, and the 
stained glass windows were crated and stored.

• In 1970 Tom Martin, a grad student working 
for history professor Wayne Dedman, 
discovered the crated windows in a basement 
room in Hartwell.



Placement in Drake Library

• Subsequent to their discovery, the stained glass 
windows were placed in the library on the ground 
floor, where they remain today, in a wall between 
the Kiefer Room and what was then an office for 
college historian Wayne Dedman (and now is a 
staff room.)

• Of the original 16 windows only 8 were in good 
condition; the others found were said to be 
broken beyond repair. 



The windows today

• The surviving 8 windows will be described in 
following slides. They were installed in reverse 
orientation, that is as though one were 
looking at them from the outside, the letters 
reversed. Why was a mystery for many years, 
until the windows were restored in 2015 
thanks to a generous donation.



Why in reverse?
• When the windows were restored the long time mystery of 

why they were installed like that was made evident. The 
windows are rather unusual in that the one side, that which 
is on display, is typical colored glass. The other side of each 
window is a milky toned glass with subtle coloring, and it 
was this side which would have faced inwards to the 
corridor of the old Normal school. 

• The light shining through from outdoors would have 
brought out the colors on that interior side, and from 
outside the building one would have seen the reverse, 
more brightly colored side.



Staff Room L-R, 
First window:
“Wisdom,” gift of the Class of 1911. 



Staff Room L-R, 
Second window:
“Science,” Gift of the Class of 1912, in 
memory of long time science professor 
William Lennon, whom Lennon Hall is 
named for.



Staff Room L-R, 
Third window:
“Labor,”Gift of the Arethusa Sorority in 
1928.



Staff Room L-R, 
Fourth window:
“Classics,” gift of the Class of 1916, in 
memory of C. D. Seely, professor of 
classics.



Kiefer Room L-R, 
First window:
“Art,” gift of Agonian Sorority in 1929.



Kiefer Room L-R, 
Second window:
“History,” gift of Phi Alpha Zeta 
Fraternity, 1932.



Kiefer Room L-R, 
Third window:
“Literature,” gift of Alpha Delta 
Sorority, 1928.



Kiefer Room L-R, 
Fourth window:
“Music,” gift of the Class of 1928.
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